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GREAT FOOD
GREAT SERVICE
GREAT ATMOSPHERE
GREAT GUESTS

BRG GIFT CARDS MAKE
THE PERFECT GIFT!
(FOR GIFT CARD PURCHASES OVER $200
GET AN EXTRA 10% FREE)

Thank you for voting us best casual
dining restaurant six years in a row!

Call Ahead Seating Available

LEESBURG:
955 Edward’s Ferry Road, Leesburg, VA 20176 • 703-669-5505
BRAMBLETON: 22865 Brambleton Plaza, Brambleton, VA 20148 • 703-327-1047
ASHBURN:
44065 Ashburn Shopping Plaza, Ashburn, VA 20147 • 703-729-0100

brgrill@aol.com
www.brgrill.com

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Lansdowne
Ashburn
South Riding
19308 Promenade Drive 44260 Ice Rink Plaza 25031 Riding Plaza #150
Leesburg, VA 20176 #101 Ashburn, VA 20147 Chantilly, VA 20152
571.333.1301
571.918.4092
703.542.7520

Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company
specializing in graphics, marketing, digital printing and mail
services housed in one location. Partnering with medium to
large clients interested in expanding their market share or
refreshing their current efforts, our diversified portfolio of
solutions supports our clients in achieving their goals.
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BUSINESS NEWS

Visa campaigns for cashless small businesses

"Data is a precious
thing and will last
longer than the
systems themselves."
Tim Berners-Lee,
Inventor of the
World Wide Web

M

oney talks to small business and one
credit card company is speaking loudly.
Earlier this year Visa unveiled a campaign
to encourage small business food service
owners to stop taking cash as payment. The
effort highlighted the continued move by
merchants to make it easier for customers to
pay with credit cards, and now even digital
currency, like Bitcoin.
For Visa's campaign, small business food
service owners who committed to join its 100
percent Cashless Quest could be awarded up
to $500,000. According to Visa, 70 percent
of the world's people, or about five billion,
will have a connected mobile device by 2020.
That is an "incredible opportunity to educate
merchants and consumers alike on the
effectiveness of going cashless," Visa noted.

The card company's campaign was a
call-to-action for small business restaurants,
cafes, and food truck owners to describe what
cashless meant for them, their employees,
and customers. It also highlighted the
opportunities for small business merchants.
Visa found that if businesses in 100 cities
switched from cash to digital, their cities
stood to gain $312 billion of savings, largely in
the form of labor costs.
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Small food service businesses already have
been making the move away from cash with
the explosion of easy ways to accept with
credit cards. Now that tide is even turning as
people take advantage of digital currency, like
Bitcoin, to make their purchases. The number
of ways for merchants to accept digital
currency is growing, as Bitcoin, and other
types of cryptocurrencies, shed their negative
reputation.

BUSINESS NEWS

Touch-Typing: An
overlooked skill in
today's job market

Consultants:
To hire, or not

H

iring a consultant is not a decision to
be made lightly. There is a consultant
for everything and choosing one could
be not only difficult, but overwhelming.
Clearly, they can bring a level of
expertise that the owner does not have
about a particular issue. But if you don't
go about using them, the outcome can
be counterproductive. To help you
approach the task, here are some of the
most important things to know:

In today's modern economy it might
sound a little old fashioned to think of
typing speed as an in-demand skill for job
applicants.

Consultants are not hired to make
your problems go away. Listen and learn
from their advice as to what to do to
address your problems on your own. If you hire consultants, remember they
do not have the emotional attachment you may have with your employees.
They can play the bad guy when it comes to difficult situations, like firings.
Before you hire a consultant, consider if the tasks you want them to do
can be done by a current employee. If yes, consider giving that employee the
job along with a promotion or a bonus. If you are considering an expansion,
do consider a consultant. This is a critical decision that you may not be as
equipped as you think you are to make on your own.
While consultant fees may be expensive, there are times when they can save
you money. An example is when you are about to make a decision that could
break your business, such as expanding. A consultant can lay out the pros and
cons of such moves.
Robert Half points out something that many small business owners will
encounter, but have likely poorly planned for. That is being able to ramp up
production at a moment's notice if a large order came through.The business is
likely staffed for day-to-day operations, not a significant increase in demand.
In these cases, hiring a consultant should be done.

How to make lemonade out of lemons

Somebody has to do it, and that somebody could turn out to be you.
When you are assigned a project or task that seems unimportant, or one
that could be headed for failure, you have some choices. You could try to
convince your boss that you are the wrong person for the job. You might
convince the boss to pick someone else, but it would hardly be a feather in
your cap. Sometimes the unwanted project is one that seems destined to be
a failure, one that couldn't produce the results the company wants. When
that happens, it's important to keep your boss informed about progress
or lack thereof all along the line. In many cases, you will be recognized
for your diligence and efforts even if the project fails When life gives you
lemons, the old saying goes, make lemonade.

Although technology has rendered the
rooms of typists cranking out documents
manually obsolete, the
methods businesses use
today rely more than
ever on this staple skill.
According to a study
from the University of

“individuals that can
type fast are more
likely to emerge
as the leader of
virtual teams”
Iowa, individuals that
can type fast are more
likely to emerge as the
leader of virtual teams
that could be scattered
around different offices.
As the economy
becomes more and
more global and
location independent,
these virtual teams
are becoming more important in many
businesses that prioritize efficiency.
While these groups can operate via
video conferencing, text-based methods
like instant messaging, email and
collaborative project boards are still the
foundation of the work. The ability to
communicate a significant amount of
information within a shorter period of
time increased the perceived effectiveness
of that person among their peers and
allowed their ideas to be more prominent.
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How to Write a Good Press Release

"There will be a
time when you
believe everything is
finished. That will
be the beginning."
Louis L'Amour,
American author

W

hether you create software for
government contractors, own a training
service or operate a retail store, you want
customers to know about your business. One
way to do that is to put announcements in
newspapers and magazines, and on news sites.
Press releases are the tool you use to get your
information to publishers.

A press release is a short (one page or less)
written document you send to reporters and
editors. Write it in a “just the facts” style. If the
reporter or editor wants to know more, he or
she will contact you. Here are nine simple rules
to keep in mind when writing a press release
1. Keep it SHORT: 250-300 words max.

4. SIMPLE words are best. Readers will not
spend a lot of time and effort trying to
figure out what you mean. If you use
phrases they don’t know, they’ll stop
reading. Write your press release so that an
average sixth grader could understand it.
5. NEWS is about things that are new. Use
a press release to announce your new
business, product, service, event or
achievement. Press releases are not opinion
pieces or short stories.
6. N
 OW. Make sure your press release is about
things that will happen soon, are happening
now, or just happened. Reporters and
editors aren’t interested in old news.

2. START with who, what, when, where, why
and how. This puts the most important
information in the very first paragraph. If
the editor has to cut your press release down
to fit the available space, it will be cut from
the bottom up. If only your first paragraph
survives the cut, it should have all the facts
the reader needs to act on your information.

7. Make ONE point per press release
Cramming more than one idea into a press
release can confuse readers and dilute your
message.

3. S IX is the maximum number of sentences
that should be in the first paragraph; one
sentence for each of these facts: who, what,
when, where, why and how.

9. Use SPELL-CHECK and have a good writer
proofread your press release before you
send it out.
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8. Only use QUOTES to convey key
information. Make sure the person being
quoted agrees to have you use the statement
in the press release.

BUSINESS NEWS

NOTE

The 'Idea Man' who
survived failure

If you’re announcing an event, send the press
release at least three weeks before your event. This
will give it plenty of time to be picked up by weekly
publications.

Wham-O, the business Arthur Melin
and friend Richard Knerr started in
1948, was based on a slingshot that could
shoot food up to a hunter’s falcons. Not
many were sold. Next, Melin arranged
for a truckload of oysters so he could
open an oyster bar in California. Without
help for backing, he had
to dump the oysters into
a nearby bay.

Put the text of your press release in an email,
not as an attachment. Attachments are more likely
to get caught in spam filters, which will prevent
reporters from receiving your press release.
If you have a high-quality photo to which you
own the copyright, offer it at the end of your email.
Don’t include the photo as an attachment, because
a large photo file can cause your press release to
get caught in a spam filter. You could also post the
photo online and include a link to it in your email.
You can find the email addresses for reporters
and editors on their publications’ websites.
Publishers are not obligated to use the information
you send them. The more your press release follows
the rules above, the more likely it is to be used.

Article contributed by Lois
Kirkpatrick, Marketing and
Communications Manager,
Loudoun Economic Development.

At Loudoun Economic Development, your business is our business. We
want to make sure Loudoun companies are successful, and if your company
isn’t in Loudoun already, we’d like to discuss how moving here can contribute to
your success. Call 1-(800)-LOUDOUN to learn more about how growing your
business in Loudoun is #LoudounPossible.

September 22 is Doodle Day

Be not ashamed doodlers;
you aren't wasting time

How do you doodle? Elaborate flowers? Vines vining up a page? Little
faces with smiles and frowns? However you doodle, you probably don't
give it much thought because the nature of a doodle is that it is done while
thinking about something else. Although once dismissed as a waste of
time or the product of inattention, recent studies say that's not so. Yes,
there has been serious research on doodling. Here are some findings:
Doodlers remember more: In a 2009 study in the journal Applied Cognitive
Psychology, doodlers remembered 29 percent more information than
non-doodlers. Doodling can create new ideas: In a 2014 study, a researcher
found that doodling stimulated ideas. Doodling expresses emotions: When
doodlers are instructed to doodle, they will sometimes express emotions
too difficult for words. In a 2011 study, a new father drew a frazzled brain;
an overwhelmed grad student drew a huge tower looming over a childlike
figure. Beware, though. According to the Wall Street Journal, the visual
task of doodling conflicts with other visual tasks. It is best to listen to
something and doodle. Watching something at the same time causes a
traffic jam in the brain.

He and Knerr still
had Wham-O, and after
several other ill-fated
endeavors, they bought
the rights for a plastic
flying disk in 1955.
They called it the Plato
Platter. It wasn’t much of
a hit until the following
year when they changed
the name to the Frisbee.
One of Melin’s next
ideas was the plastic
Hula Hoop. It was a big
success but faded fast.
Wham-O took a big loss
on its huge unsold inventory. A couple
of years later, they made the SuperBall,
which did well. Melin’s two-handed
tennis racket, however, was not a success.
But Silly String and Slip ’n Slide did OK.
He and Knerr sold Wham-O in 1982.
Melin’s life proves again that all ideas
aren’t winners, but if you keep coming
up with them, you’ll find some that are.
Lots of people told him his ideas weren’t
realistic, but he kept on trying.
Keep his example in mind when you
have an idea and someone says it’s not a
good one. Maybe it is. You probably won’t
make a lot of money on it, (it took Melin
34 years to do that) but you could help
your organization save a buck or change
something for the better. That counts.
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Virtual currencies now carry real value

"Because of their
size, parents may be
difficult to discipline
properly."
P.J. O'Rourke,
satirist

A

nyone that has their finger on the pulse of
technology and finance has at some point
encountered virtual currencies like Bitcoin
and Ethereum and seen their incredible
increase in value over the past decade.
Bitcoin was the first major virtual currency,
and when it appeared in 2009, it was a
revolutionary idea in the financial space. One
reason currencies like Bitcoin are so unique is
that they are created out of thin air by the very
process used to verify the buying and selling
transactions.
There are a finite number of Bitcoins
available on the network: 21 million.
To "mine" these Bitcoins, users run
programs that do Bitcoin work; using their
own computer power to verify Bitcoin
transactions. They are then rewarded with

Bitcoin millionaire

There exist Bitcoin millionaires. Among
them, Jered Kenna who bought his first
batch of Bitcoins at 20 cents each and
traded them for $258 each. Famously,
Kenna lost about $200,000 in 2010 when
he reformatted his hard drive, according
to 99bitcoins.com.
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12.5 newly generated Bitcoins when they find
the key to the transaction. At this point, it has
become nearly impossible to mine Bitcoins,
but some new Bitcoins still do exist.

“Bitcoins can be shared internationally
with no fees and with complete anonymity.
About 100,000 companies accept Bitcoin”
Because of this, Bitcoins have become more
precious over time, and prices have tended
to increase because of their scarcity. Another
unique property of Bitcoin is that there is no
centralized network, like a bank, according to
Bitcoin.org.
For individual users, Bitcoins are stored
in a virtual wallet that exists either in the
cloud or on a user's computer. Bitcoins can
be shared internationally with no fees and
with complete anonymity. About 100,000
companies accept Bitcoin as currency, so
they have real value. Early adopters had
notoriously been criminal enterprises, which
thrive on anonymity, but, today, criminals
aren't the only ones using the virtual currency.
With the price of Bitcoin at roughly $2,310
it's quite clear that these currencies are the
real deal for now.

BUSINESS NEWS

Business networking: Sharing
contacts and ideas

Millennials pressed into
service as IT advisors
for senior bosses

B

usiness networking groups are not
just for socializing; they can actually
give you access to people with new
ideas and strategies.

Here’s how it happens. A 62-year-old
executive is stumped about how to edit
his email signature. Other venerable
bosses have trouble navigating new
apps, software upgrades and social
media. One wants to know how to
text a photo. Still
another wants
to change her
Facebook profile
picture.

Groups are becoming more niche
oriented so that it is easier to find one
where the members’ businesses are
more related. This can allow for sharing
business strategies. For example, a
baker, ice cream shop owner and
restaurateur can approach a vendor
they all use to lower their costs.
By regularly attending business
events, people will begin to recognize
you. Take advantage of giving others
advice and the benefit of your
experience.
You want to be known as a person
who is trustworthy and reliable. This
can help you get more leads and referrals as you will be the one who "pops into
their head when they need what you offer," notes Small Business BC.
Free Consult – You may find just the consultant you need within a business
networking group. Just as you are angling to be noticed by being willing to give
advice, so are others. You should take advantage of that. Observers note that
people, in general, enjoy sharing their expertise.
"You will find that as you build relationships with people, the value of the
help that is passed to you formally or informally will exceed any costs incurred
by developing the relationships in the first place." – AmazingBusiness. com
To find a networking group that’s the right fit for your type of business,
contact your area Chamber of Commerce. They tend to keep track of the
active groups in your community. Also, check out Meetup. This online site lists
groups that you can choose from that best suit your needs.

Could emojis be helping language?

Those little faces, smiley and otherwise, are spreading their way across
global culture. It wouldn't be a stretch to think that they could threaten
actual language. According to USA Today, however, they might actually
be helping text-based communication be more accurate. Vyv Evans, the
author of "The Emoji Code," explains that humans can produce more than
10,000 individual expressions during face-to-face conversations. When
these expressions are removed, as they are with text, the emotion is robbed
from communication, and it is very easy to miscommunicate under those
circumstances. In this way, Emojis are the body language of texting and
only help in getting the point across.

“they say the
boss’s problems
are usually
pretty funny”
They all spend
time trying to
do it themselves
and may be just
a keystroke away
from doing it. But
in the end they ask
a younger person
for help, and the problem may be
solved within seconds or minutes.
In the office, the 18-to-34-year-olds
are usually fearless about adapting
to new gadgets or system upgrades.
They appear to take life online as
second nature. Tech experts explain
that millennials probably already
helped their baby boomer parents with
technology, and now they’re seeing
similar situations in the workplace.
Being an office techie has its ups and
downs. Sometimes their own work
makes them ask if the problem can
wait for a few minutes because they are
in the middle of something. But other
than that, they say the boss’s problems
are usually pretty funny.
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What makes divorce so expensive?

"Bad taste is simply
saying the truth before
it should be said."
Mel Brooks,
comedy writer

M

any parents and children alike are
dramatically affected by a divorce in
the family. In fact, according to the
American Psychological Association, about
40 to 50 percent of all married couples will
end their relationship in divorce. While this
number might sound staggering, it pales in
comparison to the amount of money it can
cost to finalize a divorce.

gets started. In an ideal situation, both parties
will be reasonable and able to act in the
best interest of the children and the family
rather than themselves. Although avoiding
the court costs is impossible, The Penny
Hoarder recommends using a mediator or
collaborative lawyer to escape exorbitant
attorney fees. Both of these methods will rely
on cooperation to succeed.

Bankrate explains that while the average
cost of a divorce is about $15,000, that price
can vary dramatically depending on the
assets involved and how disputed the process
becomes. If both parties can't agree to divide
their assets, bills can add up quickly for
attorney fees, court costs, expert evaluations
and assessments, and more.

A divorce can include many variables and
complications, so it pays to remember a few
often overlooked aspects of the separation.
U.S. News recommends trying to split the
assets as fairly as possible and to consider
selling the house before the divorce takes
place. Often, the person left with the house
will consider it a victory until the mortgage
payments and maintenance costs show up. If
the house was purchased with two incomes,
it would likely need two to support it. Selling
the house allows both parties to split the cash
and avoid a headache.

Hourly attorney fees can be anywhere from
$100 to $400 per hour and this will include
time spent working the case, talking on the
phone, and traveling to the courthouse,
according to lawyers. com. These financial
costs will also exist alongside the emotional
costs as custody of the children must be
handled as well.
Depending on the situation, divorces can
be handled much less expensively, and it pays
to do some homework before the process
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Speaking of single incomes, it is also
important to remember not to try to keep
the same level of spending that existed
pre-divorce. Buying oneself or the children
expensive gifts isn't going to help with the
emotional stress of the divorce.

YOUR FINANCES

Selling yourself vs. using a
real estate agent

MONEYWISE

T

How much can credit scores rise?

he data tells the story: A real
estate agent can sell your house
faster and for a higher price than
you would get by selling it on your
own. According to the National
Association of Realtors, properties
sold by an agent sold for $41,000
more. Owner-sold properties sold
for $174,900 in 2012 while agentsold properties averaged $215,000.
People are getting the message.
The number of people attempting
to sell their own homes dropped
from 20 percent to 9 percent during
the last decade. No wonder. The
legal paperwork and contracts
are complicated today and 19
percent say they have problems
understanding how to draw up
contracts and legal documents.
About 15 percent of sellers without an agent have problems getting the right
price for the property and another 15 percent are confused about what fix-ups
will make their property reach its full sales potential.
Professional agents simply have an advantage in this area. A professional
agent is familiar with the prices of similar homes in your area and can help you
adjust the asking price higher or lower. Either way, the property will sell faster
if the price is right. Real estate agents are good at pricing because they remove
themselves from the emotional aspects of selling.
Taking the misery out of finding a buyer is one of a real estate agent's great
services. You won't be bothered by odd telephone calls and obvious "lookers"
who just want to see your place. It will only be shown to serious and qualified
buyers.
Marketing is a big part of the agent's job. He or she will photograph the
home and advertise it at no cost to you. It will be included in the Multiple
Listing Service so anyone in the country can see it.
Handling the volume of paperwork involved in a closing is part of the
agent's job. Today, some purchase agreements are 10 pages long. Add to that
the federal, state, and local disclosure papers. The agent can provide a list of
professionals you can choose from whose services will be needed to close
the deal.
After the closing and sale are complete, questions can arise on subjects that
did not have to be considered at the closing. Your agent will still be there for
you to help you with any questions about property tax assessments or other
matters that could come up months after the sale.

Considering that it is so incredibly
important for a person's financial wellbeing, there is a surprising amount of
mystery surrounding the FICO method
of evaluating credit scores. According to
FICO itself, its own data revealed some
solid information about how much a
person could expect their credit score to
rise after a delinquency falls off of their
report. Their primary findings were that
one delinquency removed from an account
holder over a three month period typically
resulted in a 14-point rise in their credit
score while a removal of all outstanding
delinquencies over the same period
showed a 33-point increase. Although this
might not seem like a dramatic increase,
they also point out that the penalty for
major negatives on an account decreases
over time, so the recovery after it actually
falls off can be modest.

Debt collection joins the modern age
As an industry, debt collection has
been around for as long as people have
been unable to pay back the money
they've borrowed or spent. According
to Techcrunch, however, this age-old
business is trying to join the modern age
with the new startup group Collectly.
While traditional debt collectors focus on
phone calls and letters to get the job done
for their clients, Collectly has moved
its operations online and uses more
sophisticated interactions with debtors
to provide superior results. The company
says that their methods, which involve
personalized outreach that include more
convenient repayment solutions, mean
recovering two to three times the debt as
traditional means. Although the company
is still in its infancy, a recent influx of $2
million along with the potential to sign
up around 100,000 medical practices
around the U.S. could help it be well on
its way to success.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

New food nutrition labels list 'added sugars'

"Damn, and just
when I was starting
to get it!"
Edgar Degas,
painter, on his
deathbed

T

he useful nutrition labels on foods now
contain a new element: Added Sugars. The
listing now allows consumers to tell how
much sugar is naturally occurring and how
much is added. This can be important when
comparing products.
One example, according to the Tufts
University Health & Nutrition Letter: Compare
12 ounces of lemon-lime soda to 100 percent
pineapple juice. Twelve ounces of either drink
contain 38 grams of sugar. The difference is
that all of the sugar in soda is added, while
the pineapple juice contains all naturally
occurring sugars that are also good sources
of vitamin C, Thiamin, folate and vitamin
B6. The information can also help with
food choices. Higher intake of added sugars
has been associated with heart disease and
metabolic syndrome, according to Alice
Lichtenstein of Tufts.
So you want to keep your consumption of
added sugars low. On the new labels, you will
be able to see the percentage of daily value of
the added sugars. If the value of added sugar
is five percent or less, it is a low-sugar food.
If the value is 20 percent or more, it is a high
sugar food. It's a good idea to limit the added
sugars to less than 10 percent of daily calories.
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In evaluating nutrition, first look for the
total gram weight of sugar in the product.
Below that total sugar number you will find
the amount of sugar that was added. So a
product with a total of 12 grams of sugar
might be comprised of 10 grams of added
sugar. This means that only two grams of
sugar naturally occur in the product itself.
Added sugars are not just cane sugar, but
also ingredients like concentrated fruit juices,
maple syrup, molasses and even honey –
anything that is added to the food to create
extra sweetness. These always raise the calorie
count but may not necessarily add nutrition.

The avocado surprise

Avocados are the velvety fruit most of
us love to eat but may avoid because we
think they’re high in calories and might
raise our blood cholesterol. A study by
The American Heart Association shows
the monounsaturated fat in avocados
actually helped eaters naturally lower their
cholesterol. Other studies over the last
50 years have proved the cardiovascular
benefits of eating avocados, according to
the University of California, Berkeley.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Shoes make the difference
in foot pain, health

Cooking with cast iron

T

If you are tired of wimpy, scratched
non-stick pans, maybe it’s time to think
cast iron skillets. This is the skillet used
over outdoor fires for centuries and it’s
still used by great chefs.

he workday can seem long when your
feet hurt. Podiatrists at the Temple
University School of Podiatric
Medicine give this advice:

Heels – Notoriously bad for your feet, heels

cause a painful knot on the back of the
heel, according to WebMD. Wearing
heels constantly leads to a permanent,
bony protrusion called the pump bump.
Although ice, orthotics and heel pads
may provide some relief, only lower heels
will really help since they put the feet in a
more natural position. Try heels no more
than two inches high and even these should be used in moderation.

Ballet flats – Since these ultra flat shoes have no arch support, they lead to

knee, hip and back problems. Wearers can also get plantar fasciitis, a very
painful, though correctable, condition. Orthotic inserts can help.

Flip flops – People with diabetes should not wear them since they lead to

minor foot injuries that can become major. They also have no arch support.

Steel-toed shoe wearers – Try a soft over-the-counter sole, or see a
podiatrist for a custommade orthotic insert.

Diabetics – Get your feet measured so your feet won’t become crowded.
Good foot coverage protects against minor cuts.

Pregnant women – When your feet expand, buy a larger size shoe. Everyone
should buy shoes at the end of the day when feet are naturally larger.

Podiatrists recommend these exercises: Sitting with feet on the floor, first lift
just your toes and hold 10 seconds. Then with heels on the floor, lift the rest
of the foot and hold for 10 seconds. To stretch the Achilles tendons, stand
away from a wall with feet shoulder width apart and toes pointed straight
ahead. Lean forward into the wall, bending the elbows. Hold for ten seconds.

Latest treadmills are powered by feet

Treadmills without motors are showing up at high-end health clubs and
at the CrossFit games, an international competition. They are made by
Woodway, based in Waukesha, Wis., and have a slightly concave tread
surface. Rachel Bachman of the Wall Street Journal reports it’s like the
bottom of a hamster wheel. The front and back of the treads are higher
than the middle, a design that uses gravity to help the user accelerate and
brake. The belt speeds up when users move toward the front and slows
down when they move back. The spread of manual treadmills moves
with the rise of high-intensity interval workouts and with boutique gyms
with smaller spaces. Non-motorized treadmills are generally smaller and
don’t require power strips or outlets. Their displays are battery-powered.

Cast iron cooks
evenly, goes from
stovetop to oven, and
will last a lifetime.
Generally the pans
won't warp, but use
them cautiously on
electric stoves, the
heat from which
is usually uneven.
Proper seasoning of
a new skillet will give
cast iron a natural,
smooth, non-stick
surface, according to
whatscookingamerica.
net.

Here's how to do it:
Rub a very thin coat
of vegetable oil on the
pan and then towel it off. It should look
dry. Now bake the pan upside down in
the oven for 30 minutes at 450 degrees.
Put a sheet of foil below it to catch any
drips. It might smoke a little. Don't worry
about it. Let the pan cool in the oven to
room temperature. Repeat the process.
Now every time you cook with the pan
you are seasoning it again.

Tips for using cast iron
Preheat your cast iron before using.
Water droplets should sizzle and roll on
the pan. Never pour cold water into cast
iron. It will crack instantly. After cooking,
empty the pan and let it cool on the stove.
Wash with dish soap and water. Rinse
thoroughly. Dry with a towel. Rub on a
thin coat of oil and store with a paper
towel inside. Never put cast iron in a
dishwasher.
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Is frozen fruit as healthy as the fresh stuff?

“Miracles don’t
happen. You make
them happen. They’re
not wishes or dreams
or candles on a
cake. They’re not
impossible. Reality is
real. It’s totally and
completely under
my control.”
Julie Anne Peters,
American novelist

F

rozen fruit is gaining fans and experts
say freshness is the reason. Frozen fruit
is picked at the peak of the season and
immediately frozen, while fresh fruit is picked
several days before ripeness and then shipped.
After that, it stands on the grocery store shelf
for a day or two.
Shoppers are rediscovering frozen fruit, say
doctors at Tufts University. Dollar sales were
up 13.4 percent in 2014 compared with the
previous year. It’s the top category in frozen
food and fourth fastest-growing category in
the whole supermarket.
A report published in FoodNavigator-USA
shows that frozen-fruit sales have topped $1
billion, more than triple the $300 million level
of just a decade ago. Leading the growth are
sales of frozen mixed berries, mixed fruit,
tropical fruit, mango and pineapple.
Part of the trend, according to a survey
by Dole Packaged Foods, is an increasing
awareness that frozen fruits are typically
at least as nutritious as fresh. The Dole
survey showed that, “trying to eat healthier”
was cited by 63 percent of consumers who
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reported buying more frozen fruit. More than
half of respondents said they were making
more smoothies.
When buying frozen fruit, check the label
on the bag to see if it contains sugar. Some
people are OK with a little sugar, but some
are not.

Why we brag so much

Harvard researchers have discovered that
talking about ourselves, in person or on
the web, triggers the same sensation of
pleasure in the brain as food or money.
Researchers found that about 40 percent
of everyday speech is devoted to telling
others about what we feel or think. The
study was published in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences. “People
were even willing to forgo money in order
to talk about themselves,” says Harvard
neuroscientist Diana Tamir. Self disclosure
heightened activity in the brain system
that registers a sense of reward from food,
money or sex.

S TAY I N G W E L L

How much exercise, or how little,
is enough for you?

Y

Probiotics might treat bone loss
The bacteria found in some yogurts
may be effective in treating postmenopausal osteoporosis. An Emory
University and Georgia State University
study, published in the Journal of Clinical
Investigation, showed that the bacteria
Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (LGG)
preserved bone density in mice whose
ovaries were removed.

ou probably know how much exercise
is recommended by the federal
government: It’s 150 minutes a week of
moderate activity (about 21-1/2 minutes a
day) OR 75 minutes per week of vigorous
exercise (less than 11 minutes), OR some
equivalent combination of them.
The time involved isn’t prohibitive,
but many people don’t even consider
exercising. Finding the time and
dedication is a problem, as well as a
person’s present health capacity. But
rather than address these problems, they
avoid activity altogether.

Potassium limits
hypertension

Getting a handle on it
The National Cancer Society looked at 661,137 men and women, average
age 62, for 14.2 years. Other studies, published in JAMA Internal Medicine,
include people ages 21 to 90. They all show that leisure-time physical activity
was much better than being sedentary. Those who reported some activity saw a
20 percent lower risk of mortality than those with none. With ever-increasing
activity levels, even 37 percent to 39 percent lower than guidelines, mortality
levels dropped.
There were no additional mortality benefits for more exercise, but there
were no negatives either. Moderate activities included some sports, gardening,
housework, walking, cooking, or whatever kept them moving. Doctors
conclude that they should encourage inactive adults to take part in leisure-time
activities and not discourage those who already participate.

Sandwiches do have sodium,
but they also create energy

Health in the News

A USDA study shows that nearly half of Americans were found to eat
a sandwich on any given day. Typically, a sandwich consumer averaged
600 milligrams more daily sodium than others and averaged 300 more
calories daily. At the same time, the Journal of the Academy of Nutrition
and Dietetics concluded that many sandwiches, such as burgers, franks
and common sandwich components such as yeast breads, cheese and
cured meats, are among the top contributors to energy in the diets of adult
Americans. The website beginnertriathlete.com recommends peanut butter
sandwiches. They say, “Peanut butter contains folate, vitamin E, magnesium
and resveratrol, all nutrients associated with reduced risk of heart disease.
Magnesium is also associated with reduced risk of adult-onset diabetes.
Peanut butter offers a small amount of zinc, a mineral important for
healing and for strengthening the immune system.”

Less salt can help
balance your blood
pressure, but don't
forget potassium. The
body holds onto sodium
when potassium is low,
according to Alicia
McDonough of the
University of Southern
California. Increase
potassium intake by
eating vegetables, fruits,
legumes, fish, and yogurt. Watch out for
fortified snacks. Snacks that are "fortified"
with vitamins aren't necessarily good
for you. According to the Journal of
the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics,
adding vitamins doesn't improve the
nutritional value of foods that are high in
sugar and calories and low in fiber.

Colorful carrots
Not all carrots come in standard
orange. You can find carrots in such
natural colors as yellow and purple.
Orange carrots have the highest levels
of carotenoids and phytonutrients.
Purple carrots contain higher amounts
of phenolics including anthocyanins,
which some claim are protective against
cancer and heart disease. The exception
is white carrots, which do not contain
high carotenoids, according to Elizabeth
Johnson of Tufts University.
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Is Hyperloop the future of mass transit?

“Never give up on a
dream just because
of the time it will
take to accomplish
it. The time will pass
anyway.”
Earl Nightingale
author of “Think
and Grow Rich”
and other books

F

or anyone forced to travel often as part
of their work commute or far-reaching
responsibilities, it can become apparent
pretty quickly that congested traffic and long
distances between destinations can waste a
lot of precious time. Over the years, mass
transit has moved from the basic horsedrawn carriage all the way up to the most
advanced rail systems.
According to CNBC, some of the world's
fastest trains use a maglev system and can
reach speeds of up to 300 mph. These types
of vehicles are ideal for individuals that need
to travel frequently between the main cities.
The Department of Energy explains that
maglev trains do not use traditional rails
but rather magnets that suspend the train a
few inches above the platform. This lack of
friction allows the train to move at incredible
speeds propelled only by the magnets'
opposing forces.
One new company, Hyperloop One,
thinks that the top speeds of today can be
easily surpassed by their technology and are
attempting to become the next big evolution
of mass transit. According to The Verge, their
system uses maglev technology, but because the
cars are loaded into a nearly airless tube, they
are subject to even less friction. Their estimates
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suppose that the cars could reach a theoretical
top speed of 750 mph, but so far tests have only
proven that they can reach 70 mph.
If they can achieve their goals, commute
times along popular routes could be cut
drastically as the speeds would outpace
most aircraft. Although critics claim that
infrastructure costs and hurdles would be
insurmountable to it gaining traction, it is still
a promising new source of travel technology.

Study says: Clean the house
or you might get fat

Hate to dust? Want to stay a size eight?
You better get cleaning. So concludes a
Duke University study that says house
dust contains endocrine-disrupting
chemicals that interfere with hormone
production. The EDCs cause fat cells to
mature and acquire more triglycerides, a
type of body fat, and that causes weight
gain. Just three micrograms of dust
could trigger fat production, according
to Christopher Kassotis, lead researcher
in the study. The study, published in
the journal Environmental Science and
Technology, left room for new research on
the subject.

OF INTEREST

Labor Day: Summer's last fling
has a serious past

College football
shows off silly chants

ap in the hammock, have a barbecue
or dive into the city swimming pool.
Whatever you do, you are celebrating
the last weekend of summer, though the
calendar might disagree.

The colorful spectacle of the college
football game, marked by peppy
students and high stepping bands, is
usually completed by a sometimes
irreverent cheer section. The cheers
and jeers usually reflect the school's
reputation and fall into two main
categories: Intellectual and hostile.

N

This year marks the 123rd celebration
of Labor Day. After much ado for many
years, President Grover Cleveland
signed the Labor Day Proclamation in
1894. It is the only holiday in the year
that does not focus on an individual or
a national event.

At the top of the list are the Quaker
schools. Founded by pacifists who reject
violence and are motivated by politics,
Quaker school cheers are both hostile
and intellectual plus political.

The path to this proclamation was not
a simple one. Rather, it was marked with
hard work and risk by labor leaders and
many thousands of workers.

The classic, used by all Quaker colleges:

While the work toward getting a
labor day began years before, it was a
celebration by the Knights of Labor in 1882 that brought the cause to the
public’s attention. More than 20,000 demonstrators paraded in New York City.
Many carried signs that said "8 hours for work, 8 hours for rest, 8 hours for
recreation." In addition to a day of rest for workers, they paraded for better
working conditions.
The Labor Day movement spread from East to West over the following
years. In 1887, Colorado was the first state to declare Labor Day a state
holiday. By 1893, more than half of the states had an official Labor Day. Then,
a bill for a national Labor Day was introduced in Congress. When President
Cleveland signed it on June 28, 1894, he thought it was a good political move.
But he was not reelected.

Origins of the rule: No white after Labor Day

Don’t wear white after Labor Day? Famed fashionista Coco Chanel never
bought that rule. She wore white year round. But many have long accepted
that caution as fashion law. Among upper classes in the late 1800s, white
was reserved mainly for resort, sport and summer wear. When Labor Day
became a federal holiday in 1894, the fashion powers-that-be accepted the
day as the end of summer and, thus, the end of white clothing. Those rules
eventually filtered down from the swells to everyone else and by the 1950s
women’s magazines were repeating the rule. There might have been a
practical reason for the code, according to wisegeek.com. White clothing,
especially shoes, were easily soiled in slushy winter and rainy weather,
especially on streets that were filled with horses. Even though the dress
rules have loosened significantly since the 1970s, white wear still suggests a
feel of vacation or non-working time, especially for men.

Fight, fight, inner light!
Kill, Quakers, Kill!
Knock 'em down, Beat 'em senseless!
Do it 'til we reach consensus!

On the more hostile side:

Blood makes grass grow!
Kill, Quakers, kill!

On the political side:

Stop multinational corporations
from raping third-world countries.
Go team.

On the intellectual side:

Fight exuberantly!
Fight exuberantly!
Compel them to relinquish the ball!

On the nerd side of things we have the
appropriately named Great Nerd Chant.
Used by the University of Chicago and
Swarthmore, among others:
Pericles, Sophocles, Peloponnesian War
X-squared, Y-squared, H2S04
Cosine, tangent, secant, line
Three point one four one five nine.
On the snarky intellectually hostile side,

attributed to the University of Chicago:
Two, Four, Six, Eight
God is dead and Nietzsche's great!
Kant, Hegel, Marx, Spinoza
Come on team, hit 'em in the nosa.
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Achieve success through being a generalist

“Financial freedom is
available to those who
learn about it and
work for it.”
Robert Kiyosaki,
American self-help
consultant and
author

E

veryone knows what it means to specialize
in a particular field but it might not be as
common to think about what it means to be
a generalist.
Forbes magazine uses an excellent analogy
from the animal kingdom in which they
examine koalas and mice. Koalas must have
a specific diet, climate, and access to trees in
order to survive and thrive. Mice, on the other
hand, can survive just about anywhere that
there is access to edible food. Although koalas
do well when the situation is ideal, disruption
can lead to disaster while the mice will simply
move on to somewhere else.
Much like the animals, people often fill
these same roles during their lives in the way
they approach their careers and personal lives.
As the Harvard Business Review explains,
the past several decades have seen a marked
increase in the amount of specialists flooding
the job market because, for years, "expert"
status has assured more money and better
career chances. They argue that this era may
be drawing to a close, however, as it will take
a generalist familiar in a variety of fields to be
able to connect individual pieces into a big
picture of the modern world economy.
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For a given business, having a team of people
highly trained in one specific area will be
extremely inflexible if it comes time to head in
a new direction or otherwise respond to trends
in the market. These individuals would have to
be retrained which takes time and effort. On
the other hand, generalists can not only react
more nimbly, but also tend to predict those
trends better than the experts. According to a
study of professional forecasters, non-experts
in a field were more likely to predict the future
than the experts; which shows how a narrow
viewpoint can be blinding.
While it will probably always be useful for
a person's surgeon to be highly trained in
their area of expertise during an operation, it
might take a generalist to understand why the
surgery is needed in the first place.

The right-size shoe

Like the rest of our bodies, our feet are
getting bigger. According to the U.K.
College of Podiatry, the average shoe is up
one or two sizes since 1970. We’re taller and
have bigger feet to hold us up. Avoid pain
by measuring your feet every year or two.

OF INTEREST

Get the most for your family at
your local library

New Overwatch
League allows video
gamers to go pro

T

here's nothing better than free, and
that's what you get at your local library.
While there are countless ways to take
advantage of your local branch, here are a
few that stand out on the radar.
Families looking for fun things to do
that won't break the bank will love the
fact that many libraries offer free tickets
to museums, concerts, and other events.
According to Free Money Finance, the
passes work almost like a library book
in that they must be "checked out" to use
them. Attractions typically include up to
six tickets while most performances are
usually only a pair. Although they can usually only be used once per year, the
number of amusements available will ensure that you won't run out of ideas!
Bustle.com suggests looking to the local library for some common services
that might be expensive elsewhere. Getting a document notarized is often free
at the library, and there are often low-cost scanners and copiers available as
well for those looking to complete the odd project. Speaking of projects, the
free WiFi available at most libraries will allow for research and other work to
be performed if the internet isn't an option at home.

Aside from the typical items available at the library, the Penny Hoarder
highlights the fact that many of the larger library systems offer lending
programs for things most people wouldn't expect. These items can range from
telescopes to musical instruments and from household tools to cake pans and
more.Without checking to see, there is no way to know if your local branch
offers some of these unique options, so it pays to do a little research to take
advantage of everything available and to discover as many money-saving gems
as possible!

Don't forget Grandparents Day

Each year, the second Sunday in September is recognized as Grandparents
Day. This year, it's on the 10th. It's the time to give them a card or gift,
to visit, or to call them on the telephone. For adult grandchildren,
grandparents can be great sources of information. They've lived life and
learned many things. Their knowledge and experience is a valuable asset
you can draw from. Sometimes they can make just a simple statement
that's loaded with the truth. Today's grandparents are young. The average
age for first-time grandparents today is about 48. While that may seem
infinitely aged to kids and young adults, those grandparents, unlike the
oldsters of yore, are still busy and in the workforce. For kids, it is probably
the great-grandparents who have lived the longest and now have time to
teach and reminisce.

College students around the world
that play Overwatch competitively
might one day be able to quit school
to go pro just like their peers on the
football field.
Overwatch is a
team-based multiplayer
online first-person
shooter video

“For the first time,
eSports teams will
launch around a
particular city ”
game. According to
Fortune magazine,
The Overwatch
League, which will be
launching sometime
later this year, will
share more than a
little in common with
traditional sports
teams like the New
England Patriots. For
the first time, eSports
teams will launch
around a particular
city and will one day
be able to host games and travel to other
locations for "away" games.
Speaking of the Patriots, their owner
Robert Kraft announced an agreement
to bring an Overwatch team to Boston
that will compete against others
owned by the New York Mets and
the Memphis Grizzlies. Although the
eSports industry does not yet rival the
NBA or NFL in fan bases, 30 million
players worldwide will likely see the
league off
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The importance of showing gratitude

“Accept what is, let
go of what was, and
have faith in what
will be.”
David Avocado
Wolfe, celebrity
spokesperson and
nutrition expert

E

veryone knows that it is good manners to
thank people. What might be less intuitive
is that showing gratitude creates a whole
host of positive outcomes for the grateful
person.
According to The University of California
at Berkeley, practicing gratitude can lead
to benefits in the physical, psychological,
and social areas of a person's life. Having
a stronger immune system, being more
alert and optimistic, and feeling less lonely
or isolated are just a few of the ways that
a person could notice an improvement
over time. The social aspect is possibly the
most important because gratitude can help
strengthen relationships by affirming others.
Psychology Today highlights gratitude's role
in the relationship of a married couple. Over
time it is common for a person to become
numb to their spouse's good qualities and
only focus on the annoying parts of their
personality. This leads many couples to think
that they have lost the spark.
But, couples who have an ongoing
appreciation for one another are less likely
to end their relationship and more likely to
become closer, research shows. One great
technique for showing appreciation to a
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partner is by actively listening. Lean in, make
eye contact, and show them that what they say
is important.
In the realm of business, Fast Company
looks at how gratitude can help to motivate
employees to work harder and be more loyal
to a boss. In fact, showing appreciation for a
job well done was a better motivator than a
financial incentive in most cases. Without that
crucial interaction, employees will be much
more likely to be unhappy with their jobs,
miss work, burnout, or even quit.

Star Trek thermometer

The sci-fi doctor waves a tiny device
over a patients head and instantly knows
everything. A new thermometer operates
much the same way, except it only
displays temperature. The Thermo by
Withings reads your core temperature by
waving the device across your forehead.
Using a special algorithm the device
uses 16 infrared sensors to take 4,000
measurements in two seconds. Of course
it can transfer data to the cloud or your
phone. The $100 device is on sale now at
the Apple Store.

OF INTEREST

Photo puzzle: Find the 10 . . . just for fun

What is a PDF and why have they stuck around?
Anyone who has used a computer for a
long time has likely encountered a PDF file.
The ubiquitous file type is a must-have for
exchanging files. According to Makeuseof.
com, the PDF file was originally introduced by
Adobe in the early 1990s and then released as
an open format in 2008 which allowed anyone
to create their own viewers and editors. Before
the appearance of the PDF, professionals
looking to create documents with graphics
resulted in painfully large files being created
because they had to store all of the elements
together in that file. Due to the power of those
early computers, it made handling those files
a daunting task. The PDF solved the problem

by developing a system that gathered all parts
of a file into a smaller whole which allowed for
easier handling of the file. Because of the way
the file was created, it also looked the same on
any device that the user might be opening it
on. This property keeps the tech relevant, as
today's consumer is just as likely to be opening
the file on a smartphone as a PC.

Vaccine for heroin studied

New research aims to develop a vaccine to
prevent heroin users from getting a high.
The vaccine uses the immune system to
reduce heroin potency, and neutralizes
heroin highs for up to eight months.
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Phased retirement: many workers want it;
more employers are considering it

“For myself I am an
optimist – it does not
seem to be much use
being anything else.”
Winston Churchill,
British Prime
Minister

I

n a phased retirement program, workers
are on the job fewer than five days a week,
allowing them to see if they like retirement
and can afford it. They can maintain
workplace social ties, stay in the workforce
longer and are able to put off tapping savings
and delay Social Security checks.
Uncle Sam is trying it because one-third
of career employees will be eligible to retire
in less than three years. The program is for
retirement-eligible employees, in some cases
as early as age 55. They work half-time,
receive half of their pension benefits while

Single female Baby Boomers
are not slowing down

Though a Del Webb Baby Boomer Survey
interviewed just 1,020 single female adults,
it’s easy to project that their answers could
be indicative of the whole age group. 79
percent – that’s the percentage of single
female Baby Boomers, adults ages 50 to
68, who are still working and are satisfied
with their jobs. Unless their companies ask
them to do it, most of them don’t plan to
retire any time soon.
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working, and get full health insurance. But
they must spend 20 percent of their time
mentoring young workers.
Employers like Southern California Gas
get benefits too. It employs 8,200 people,
half of whom will be retiring during the
next 10 years and taking their skills and
experience with them. One engineer
interviewed in the AARP Bulletin, works
three days a week, likes the arrangement
and says he enjoys mentoring.
“Part of the problem here is convincing
employers of the value of older workers,”
says Kevin Cahill, a research economist
at the Sloan Center on Aging & Work at
Boston College.
Some employers don’t have to be
convinced. At one Dallas-based insurance
agency, workers can fashion their own
phased retirement. The agency doesn’t want
to see employees with 30 years of experience,
and close relationships with clients, to
abruptly disappear.
Experts say phased retirement is likely
to become more common. Workers want it
and companies have a need for their talent
and experience.

SENIOR LIVING

Elder law attorneys help navigate
the legal maze

Alzheimer’s markers
are found in childhood

ith people living longer than
ever, end of life planning today
is not just the question of 'what
happens when I die?'; it also concerns
itself with a more complicated
question: What happens if I live and
need care?
Elder Law Attorney Dennis Toman
of Greensboro, North Carolina, says
people increasingly need to plan for
their future care and that is where the
relatively new discipline of elder law
comes into play.
"Boomers and seniors without
effective elder law planning are like
a person who is walking a high wire
without a safety net. If they have a
bad car accident, stroke, or suffer
Alzheimer's or another debilitating
illness, they are going to fall off that high wire to disastrous legal, financial,
and health care problems, that will have a devastating effect to them and their
family," Toman said.
One example: A husband who insisted that his estate planning was complete
with just a Will, cost his wife tremendous hardship and headache, not to
mention financial turmoil. After suffering a severe stroke, he needed a court
appointed guardian to make medical and financial decisions. That involved
extra expense, red tape and court proceedings that could have been avoided by
having the right power of attorney in place.
Another common problem is the cost of a nursing home. “Many people need
help when paying the high cost of nursing home care. For a married couple
with one spouse in the nursing home or memory care, you shouldn't have to
worry about whether you'll go broke paying for your spouse's care," he says.
"Here are two key steps based on years of helping families through situations
just like yours. First, don't delay! Act quickly so you can keep more of what
you have and feel better. And second, don't believe the Medicaid system when
you're told to spend half of your assets. Remember, it's not Medicaid's job to
protect your family's home and savings. Find a trustworthy elder law attorney
who can lead you through this process step-by-step."
Toman says Medicaid is a confusing maze designed to limit access to help.
One misstep means your application will be delayed and possibly denied. Elder
law experts help families navigate that maze of changing law and regulations.
"What you don’t know about Medicaid and Veterans’ Benefits could cost
your family nearly everything. I founded the Elderlaw Firm so that families
in our area could have peace of mind and a trustworthy guide to the elder care
journey," Toman says.

Brain changes that lead to Alzheimer’s
Disease might be present in childhood, a
new study suggests.

W

The study, reported in the journal
Neurology, found that some healthy
children with an
Alzheimer-associated
gene variant also had a
smaller hippocampus.
The hippocampus is
a seahorse-shaped
brain region involved
in memory formation.
Other brain regions in
the cerebral cortex were
also smaller, specifically
those regions that help
in recognizing objects
and decision making.
The findings suggest
that changes in brain
structure which have
been thought to be the
result of Alzheimer’s
Disease may be present
in childhood.
However, researchers had mixed
results linking test scores to genetic
traits. Children with smaller
hippocampus regions fared worse on
memory tests. However, those children
with genes thought to protect people
from Alzheimer’s had the lowest scores
on attention tests.
The study will spur new research on
people from their youth to older ages.

Diabetes drugs and Alzheimer’s
There may be a link between Type 2
Diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease,
according to a study by the University
of Aberdeen. Drugs used to control
blood sugar might alleviate the
symptoms of Alzheimer’s, and delay
progression. More study is needed.
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